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Information about translations and rotations of the
body is critical for complex self-motion perception
during spatial navigation. However, little is known
about the nature and function of their convergence
in the cortex. We measured neural activity in multiple
areas in the macaque parietal cortex in response to
three different types of body motion applied through
a motion platform: translation, rotation, and com-
bined stimuli, i.e., curvilinear motion. We found a
continuous representation of motion types in each
area. In contrast to single-modality cells preferring
either translation-only or rotation-only stimuli, con-
vergent cells tend to be optimally tuned to curvilinear
motion. A weighted summation model captured the
data well, suggesting that translation and rotation
signals are integrated subadditively in the cortex.
Interestingly, variation in the activity of convergent
cells parallels behavioral outputs reported in human
psychophysical experiments. We conclude that rep-
resentation of curvilinear self-motion perception is
widely distributed in the primate sensory cortex.
INTRODUCTION
In daily life, our complex self-motion trajectories through the
environment (e.g., making turns in driving) contain two indepen-
dent components: the translation and the rotation of the body
and head in space. In our inner ears, the peripheral vestibular
system has evolved two sets of organs specifically encoding
one of these two motion components—the otoliths detect trans-
lations, and the semicircular canals detect rotations (Ferna´ndez
and Goldberg, 1976; Goldberg and Fernandez, 1971).
Despite this initial independency, signals from these two or-
gans were found to converge at the level of single neurons in
several cortical areas, including the dorsal portion of the medial
superior temporal area (MSTd; Liu and Angelaki, 2009; Takaha-
shi et al., 2007), ventral intraparietal area (VIP; Chen et al.,
2011c), and visual posterior sylvian fissure (VPS; Chen et al.,
2011b). This convergence occurs in as many as one-third to
two-thirds of neurons, yet the nature and function of this conver-C
This is an open access article under the CC BY-Ngence remains a puzzle. To date, most work has focused on the
otolith and canal interactions in vertical planes; that is, rotations
around the two earth-horizontal axes (pitch and roll). This focus
disambiguates translation from the tilt of the head and body
away from the gravitational axis (Angelaki et al., 2004; Liu and
Angelaki, 2009; Liu et al., 2011; Meng et al., 2007; Yakusheva
et al., 2007, 2008), and the observed vestibular signals are likely
related with posture control and spatial orientation (see reviews
by Angelaki and Cullen, 2008; Cullen, 2011, 2012). In contrast,
few studies have examined the convergence of signals in the
horizontal plane, where the vestibular signals are likely involved
in navigation (see reviews by Angelaki andCullen, 2008; Angelaki
and Hess, 2005; Cullen, 2011, 2012).
In the current study, we propose that single cortical neu-
rons, particularly the convergent cells, could integrate transla-
tion and yaw signals (i.e., rotations around the earth vertical
axis) to represent curvilinear self-motion perception in the
horizontal plane. We test this hypothesis in three cortical
areas—the MSTd, VIP, and VPS—in macaque monkeys. Pre-
vious electrophysiological experiments have demonstrated
that neurons in these areas carry robust information for trans-
lational self-motion (MSTd: Bremmer et al., 1999; Gu et al.,
2006; Page and Duffy, 2003; Takahashi et al., 2007; see review
by Britten, 2008; VIP: Avillac et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2011c;
Colby et al., 1993; Duhamel et al., 1998; Schlack et al.,
2002, 2005; Zhang and Britten, 2010; Zhang et al., 2004, see
review by Britten, 2008; VPS: Chen et al., 2011b; Guldin
et al., 1992), and causally contribute to heading estimation
(VIP: Zhang and Britten, 2011; MSTd: Britten and van Wezel,
1998, 2002; Gu et al., 2012). Therefore, these cortical areas
might also represent the curvilinear self-motion perception
during natural navigation.
To test our hypothesis,weuseda6-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF)
motion platform (Figure 1A) to produce three types of conditions
as defined in a three-dimensional (3D) coordinate system (Fig-
ure 1B): (1) a translation-only condition where only the otoliths
were stimulated, (2) a rotation-only condition where only the hori-
zontal semicircular canals were stimulated, and (3) a curvilinear
motion condition where the otoliths and the horizontal canals
were stimulated simultaneously (Figure 1D). We discovered that
convergentcellswereoptimally tuned tocurvilinearmotionstimuli,
which might account for self-motion perceptions experienced
during the combined translation and yaw of the body and head
in the horizontal plane.ell Reports 15, 1013–1023, May 3, 2016 ª2016 The Authors 1013
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Experimental Setup and Anatom-
ical Recording Locations
(A) Monkeys were trained to maintain fixation while
seated in a virtual-reality setup. The apparatus
consists of a 6-DOF motion platform that can
translate and rotate in any direction.
(B) Illustration of the stimulus ensemble in 3D
space.
(C) To activate the vestibular peripheral organs, a
Gaussian velocity profile with biphasic accelera-
tion stimuli (black curves) was used for the linear
and angular motion. Colored curves show the
population peristimulus time histogram with SE
for significantly tuned cells (magenta, translation,
n = 142; green, rotation, n = 75). Dashed vertical
lines represent the time window (1 s) used to count
spikes.
(D) Measured acceleration signals (the linear
components along or orthogonal to the animal’s
translation direction, angular velocity) from a
tri-axial sensor during the translation-only,
rotation-only, and combined curvilinear motion
condition. Note that the cartoon on top only
shows a special case of forward translation
and counterclockwise rotation. For detailed
validation, confirmation, and justification, see
Figure S1.
(E and F) Sagittal (left) and coronal (right) sections
exhibiting all the recordings from monkey Q (E)
and monkey N (F), respectively. Each dot repre-
sents a recording site where a particular neuron
was encountered and color-coded according to
its area identity (blue: MSTd, n = 105; cyan: VIP,
n = 104; red: VPS, n = 99). For monkey Q, the cells
(n = 200) were recorded within 50 mm along the
medial-lateral axis and 3.7 mm along the ante-
rior-posterior axis. Note that all the recording sites
are projected onto one single sagittal plane (left,
corresponding to the red lines) and one single
coronal plane (right, corresponding to the green
lines), causing some points to artificially appear
outside the region of interest (ROI). For monkey N,
the cells (n = 108) were recorded within 16 mm along the medial-lateral axis and 6.5 mm along the anterior-posterior axis. Blue lines indicate the horizontal
plane (not shown). The white arrow indicates the dark trace caused by an electrode probe during MRI scanning.RESULTS
Preferred Motion Types of Cortical Neurons
We recorded extracellular activity from 308 well-isolated single
neurons in three cortical areas from two macaques (Figures 1E
and 1F). The neuronal responses to translation, rotation, and all
combined translation and rotation stimuli, (i.e., curvilinear mo-
tion) were exhibited in a pseudo-3D contour map (Figure 2).
Mean firing rates were calculated during the middle 1 s of the
stimulus duration because the responses of most cortical neu-
rons closely followed the velocity profile of the stimulus, as pre-
viously reported (Chen et al., 2011a, 2011c; Gu et al., 2006, 2015;
Takahashi et al., 2007). In Figure 2A, the example MSTd neuron
responded maximally when the animal was translated forward
(and slightly leftward) and simultaneously rotated counterclock-
wise around the earth-vertical axis. The trend was also evident in
a two-dimensional (2D) polar coordinate (Figure 2A), where only
forward and backward translation plus their combinations with1014 Cell Reports 15, 1013–1023, May 3, 2016rotations were extracted from the 3D data. We then applied
a vector sum algorithm, showing that this neuron preferred a
curvilinear motion resulted from heading forward and yawing
leftward. To quantify the strength of motion selectivity, we
computed a direction discrimination index (DDI) between 0 and
1, with 1 indicating high selectivity and 0 no selectivity. The
neuron has a high DDI value of 0.67 and significantly differs
from non-selectivity.
In the same format, Figures 2B and 2C show another two
example neurons recorded in areas VIP (B) and VPS (C),
respectively. Similarly, these two neurons also responded
best to curvilinear motion stimuli. As a comparison, in Figure S2,
we showed example neurons preferring either translation or
rotation stimuli.
We summarized the motion type preferences for all the neu-
rons (n = 308) in Figure 3. Each datum represents the preferred
motion type in either the 3D (Figure 3A) or 2D coordinate (Fig-
ure 3B). These data clearly showed two things. First, most cells
BC
A Figure 2. Three Examples of Cortical Neu-
rons Preferring Curvilinear Motion
(A) A convergent cell from area MSTd. The left
contour map shows the mean firing rate (color) as
a function of translation directions in the horizontal
plane (x axis) and yaw conditions (y axis). Tuning
curves along the margins of the color map illus-
trate mean ± SE firing rates averaged across
rotation or translation conditions, respectively.
White dashed lines indicate the coronal section in
Figure 1B, and the corresponding data are plotted
in the polar coordinate in the right panels (solid
curves plus error bars). Dashed lines represent
spontaneous activity. Solid straight lines represent
preferred motion type computed from the vector
sum. The radius represents a DDI value of 1. Per-
istimulus time histograms were constructed for
each stimulus using 50-ms time bins.
(B andC) Example convergent cells from areas VIP
(B) and VPS (C).were significantly tuned in either coordinate system (3D: 67.5%;
2D: 54.2%, Figure 3). Experiments conducted in total darkness
confirmed that these modulations originated mainly from the
vestibular inputs, and not from other sources such as retinal
slip due to residual eye movements (Figure S3). Second, for
those significantly tuned cells, their preferred motion types
were broadly distributed in both coordinate systems. In fact,
the motion type preferences of all the cells were not significantly
different from uniform.
Categorization of Cells Based on Statistical Criteria
Because the distributions of motion type preference did not sug-
gest discrete categories of cell types (Figure 3), we classified the
cells based on whether the neuronal activity was significantlyCellmodulated by either translation-only
(eight directions) or rotation-only (CCW
versus CW rotation) stimuli. Three cate-
gories of neurons were thus defined
according to the statistical p values
(Figure 4A): translation-only cells, rota-
tion-only cells, and convergent cells.
This criterion led to 84 translation-only
cells, 17 rotation-only cells, and 58
convergent cells across all the areas,
with significantly fewer rotation-only
cells. This tendency also held in each
area alone, indicating that the proportion
of cell categories was roughly the same
across different cortical areas.
We next focused on how the conver-
gent cells differ from the translation- and
rotation-only cells in their response
magnitude. Intuitively, convergent cells
receive both otolith and canal inputs,
thus we expect that they will exhibit
stronger responses when both inputs
are present. This was indeed the case
as shown in the temporal responses (Fig-ure 4B). To quantify this phenomena, we computed an enhance
index (EI) for each neuron, reflecting how much its response to
the curvilinear motion differed from the single-component re-
sponses. We found that the mean EI for convergent cells was
significantly larger than 1 (Figure 4C), indicating that their re-
sponses got strengthened to the curvilinear stimuli. In contrast,
the mean EI for translation-only cells was significantly smaller
than 1 (Figure 4C), indicating weakened responses to the com-
bined stimuli. Similarly, the mean EI for rotation-only cells was
slightly smaller than 1, but the difference was not statistically sig-
nificant. Across groups, the EI from convergent cells differed
significantly from the other two categories, while there was
no difference between the translation-only and rotation-only
groups.Reports 15, 1013–1023, May 3, 2016 1015
A B Figure 3. Summary of Motion Type Pre-
ference
(A) Each datum represents the preferred motion
type (corresponds to the azimuth and elevation
angles in the 3D sphere) computed from the vector
sum for each neuron in areas MSTd (blue), VIP
(cyan), and VPS (red). Filled symbols are neurons
with significant tuning assessed by one-way
ANOVA (p < 0.05), and open symbols represent
untuned neurons (p > 0.05).
(B) The angles represent the preferredmotion types
in the 2D coordinate, while the radii represent the
neurons’ DDI values. Asterisks represent the
example cells exhibited in Figures 2 and S2. Uni-
formity test: p = 0.14, right marginal distribution in
Figure 3A; p = 0.18, polar angles in Figure 3B. T,
translation; R, rotation; TR, translation and rotation.To explore whether the greater neural activity for convergent
cells during curvilinear motion could be applied to a broader
range of sensory intensities, we independently varied the
strength of the translation and rotation stimuli that composed
the preferred curvilinear motion (Figures 4D–4F). We tested
26 convergent neurons with these stimuli. First we found the
neural responses increased monotonically as a function of the
strength of the otolith (Figure 4D) and canal signals (Figure 4E).
Second, the average EI was significantly larger than 1 in most
curvilinear cases (Figure 4F), indicating the enhanced activity
in the curvilinear motion persisted in the tested stimulus
intensity.
Sensory Integration Rules in Cortex
To infer how translation and rotation signals are integrated in
the convergent cells, we applied three linear models—transla-
tion only (T only), rotation only (R only), and translation and
rotation (T+R)—and one nonlinear model to fit their responses.
We found that the T+R model with weighted translation and
rotation inputs explained overwhelmingly more variance than
either the T-only (p = 6.5E-14; Figure 5A) or the R-only model
(p = 3.2E-19; Figure 5B). Moreover, although adding a
nonlinear interaction term between translation and rotation
factors significantly improved fitting for 29% cells, the overall
variance account for (VAF) was increased only slightly by
less than 4% (Figure 5C). Therefore, the T+R model was
largely sufficient to explain the responses of convergent cells
(Figure 5D). Quantification of the goodness of fitting using
Bayesian information criteria (BIC) led to similar results (Fig-
ure 4S). Consequently, the predicted responses from the
weighted linear summation model were highly correlated
with the measured experimental data (R = 0.95, p = 0,
Spearman rank correlation; Figure 5E).
We determined the translation and rotation weights from the
linear T+R model for all the convergent neurons (Figure 5F).
The average weights were significantly smaller than 1 when
examined across all areas or in each individual area. In addition,
these estimated weights reliably captured the neuronal re-
sponses of convergent cells under a broader range of sensory
intensities (Figure S5). Taken together, the cortical neurons inte-
grated the converged otolith and the horizontal canal inputs in a
way consistent with the sub-additive algorithm.1016 Cell Reports 15, 1013–1023, May 3, 2016Role of Rotation Signals in Curvilinear Motion
Perception
A key feature of the curvilinear motion is that subjects are sub-
jected to curved paths resulted from combined translation and
rotation in the horizontal plane. However, its reverse may not
hold, because translation and rotation are independent physical
quantities, and thus can be combined arbitrarily in many possible
ways. For example, translation can occur along a straight path
while the body/head is simultaneously rotated in the environment
(Figure 6A, cartoon in middle column). In such a situation, human
subjects reported curved trajectories (Figure 6B, middle) as in
the real curved-path condition (Figure 6B, left) (Ivanenko et al.,
1997). This result indicates that the yaw signals are critical to pro-
duce curvilinear self-motion perception. Indeed, the sensation of
curvedmotionwas lost if the horizontal canals were not activated,
although the body was physically moved along a circular trajec-
tory (Figure 6B, right). So an important question arises: Do the
convergent neurons in the cortex encode the ‘‘perceived’’ curvi-
linear motion or the actual curved motion trajectory?
To address this question, we designed three experiments as in
the human psychophysical study (Ivanenko et al., 1997). The first
experiment was exactly the one performed above. In the second
experiment, the animal was also rotated about the earth-vertical
axis, but the translation trajectory was restricted along one of the
eight straight paths in the horizontal plane. In the third experi-
ment, the animals were passively moved along a circular path
as in the first experiment, but the head and body orientation
was kept unchanged in the environment. As evident in the
measured linear and angular components (Neuwghent Technol-
ogy), the third experiment lacks semicircular canal stimulation
(Figure 6A).
Figure 7A shows an example neuron. This neuron clearly
preferred a rightward translation, reflected by the hotspot along
the longitude (i.e., x axis) in the three heat maps. Along the lati-
tude (i.e., y axis), this neuron showed a clear peak modulation
in both the first and the second experiments, indicating that it
preferred concurrent rightward translation and clockwise rota-
tion. In the third curved-path-without-rotation experiment, how-
ever, the peak modulation along the latitude became elongated
and vague, implying a weak preference for different moving tra-
jectories. This trend also held for data extracted at the three
latitudes.
A B C
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Figure 4. The Three Categories of Cortical Cells Respond Differently to Motion Stimuli
(A) Classification of a translation-only cell (ptranslation < 0.05 and protation > 0.05), rotation-only cell (ptranslation > 0.05 and protation < 0.05), and convergent cell
(ptranslation < 0.05 and protation < 0.05) defined by the significance in tuning (one-way ANOVA). The other cells (ptranslation > 0.05 and protation > 0.05) were not
considered in further analyses. Color bars represent distributions of the three categories of cells in areas MSTd (blue), VIP (cyan), and VPS (red). There are
significantly fewer rotation-only cells than the other types of cells. All: p = 4.5E-10; MSTd: p = 0.03; VIP: p = 5.7E-4; VPS: p = 1.3E-5 (c2 test).
(B) Time course of responses for convergent cells, rotation-only cells, and translation-only cells in the three stimulus conditions (black curves represent curvilinear
motion; magenta curves, rotation-only condition; and olive curves, translation-only condition). Error bars represent SE. Markers represent a significant difference
(p < 0.05, paired t test) in the response of each bin between curvilinear motion and the more effective single-component condition.
(C) Distributions of the enhance index (EI) for convergent cells (1.11 ± 0.026, mean ± SE, p = 7.9E-5), rotation-only cells (0.91 ± 0.05, mean ± S.E., p = 0.11), and
translation-only cells (0.92 ± 0.022, mean ± S.E., p = 7.9E-4). Triangles represent mean values. *, 0.01 < p < 0.05; **, 0.001 < p < 0.01; and ***, p < 0.001 (t test).
Dashed vertical line: EI = 1, i.e., no change in responses during curvilinear motion condition compared with the more effective single-component condition.
Comparison between different types: convergent versus translation-only, p = 2.1E-7; convergent versus rotation-only, p = 0.002; and translation-only versus
rotation-only, p = 0.87 (t test).
(D and E) Responses of the convergent cells (n = 26) under varied translation (D) and rotation stimuli (E). Gray curves represent the response for each cell. Green
curves and symbols represent translation (green) and rotation (magenta); mean ± SE.
(F) EI map for convergent cells (n = 26) tested under combinations of translation (x axis) and rotation (y axis) inputs with varied strength. Color represents mean EI
values. Superimposed traces represent cartoon trajectories resulted from combined otolith and canal stimuli. Marginal plots are averaged EI values with SE
across columns (left plot) or rows (right plot) in the EI map. *, 0.01 < p < 0.05; **, 0.001 < p < 0.01; and ***, p < 0.001 (t test).The population results were similar: the response patterns were
analogous in the ‘‘curved-path-with-rotation’’ and ‘‘straight-path-
with-rotation’’ experiments but were different from that in the
curved-path-without-rotation experiment (Figure 7B). Particularly,
in the former two experiments, the neuronal responses in the
curvilinear conditions could either be enhanced or reduced by
the preferred or anti-preferred rotation component, respectively.
In contrast, in the curved-path-without-rotation experiment, the
neuronal response in the straight trajectory was almost thesame to that in the curved trajectories, meaning that the conver-
gent cells were not optimally activated during the absence of rota-
tion signals.
Taken together, these results suggest that the convergent
cells represent ‘‘perceived’’ curvilinear self-motion, regardless
of the actual feature of the path. This conclusion holds for the
data analyzed in each cortical area (Figure S6), suggesting a
distributed representation of curvilinear self-motion perception
in the cortex.Cell Reports 15, 1013–1023, May 3, 2016 1017
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Figure 5. Responses of Convergent Cells in
Curvilinear Motion Well Approximated by a
Weighted Summation of Otolith and Canal
Inputs
(A) Comparison of VAF between the T-only and
T+R model. Filled symbols represent significantly
better fit by models with more parameters (p <
0.05, sequential F test). Blue, MSTd; cyan, VIP; and
red, VPS. Paired t test was used to compare the
difference in VAF from different models.
(B) Comparison of VAF between the R-only and
T+R model. Same format and statistics as in (A).
(C) Comparison of VAF between the linear T+R and
the nonlinear model. Same format and statistics as
in (A).
(D) A correlation coefficient was computed, for
each neuron, from the predicted responses
from the weighted summation model and the
measured responses. Triangles represent mean
values. Black, all areas; blue, MSTd; cyan, VIP;
and red, VPS. Filled bars represent a significant
fit to the real data (p < 0.05, Pearson correlation
coefficient).
(E) Predicted responses from the weighted sum-
mation were strongly correlated with measured
responses under the curvilinear motion condition.
Each symbol represents the response of one neuron at one heading angle; spontaneous activity was subtracted.
(F) Translation and rotation weights derived from the weighted summation model for each neuron with a significant R value (n = 58). Black triangle, average weight
for all the areas (translation: 0.85 ± 0.026, p = 3.3E-7; rotation: 0.62 ± 0.038, p = 4.2E-14; t test). Other colors represent the mean weight in individual areas
(translation weight: MSTd, 0.72 ± 0.064; VIP, 0.89 ± 0.020; and VPS, 0.88 ± 0.044; rotation weight: MSTd, 0.60 ± 0.090; VIP, 0.63 ± 0.058; and VPS, 0.62 ± 0.060).
Error bar represents mean ± SE.Heterogeneity of Cell Categories among Cortical Areas
In the previous sections, we have shown that the proportion of
translation-only, rotation-only, and convergent cell is roughly
the same in each cortical area (Figure 4A). In this section, we
further explore whether these three groups of cells differ in any
other properties and whether the difference is heterogeneous
across cortical areas. Specifically, we first examined the basic
encoding properties (spatial and temporal) by applying two-
way ANOVA analysis.
The spatial property was quantified by DDI values (Figure S7A)
and the ANOVA analysis revealed significant effects from
both cell category (p = 7.9E-14) and cortical area (p = 0.001),
but not their interaction (p = 0.681). A consequent multiple
comparison test (Bonferroni test) indicated that the convergent
cells carried the strongest vestibular signal among the three
categories. Across areas, VPS carried the strongest vestibular
tuning, followed by VIP and then MSTd. This trend was also re-
flected in the plot of accumulated proportion of cells against
DDI values (Figure S7B).
As for the temporal property, we used a peak response time to
infer any potential difference among groups of cells (Figure S7C).
ANOVA analysis did not reveal any significant effect for the cell
type (p = 0.83) and cortical area (p = 0.13) factors or for their inter-
action (p = 0.72).
Finally, we used a machine learning method, specifically, a
support vector machine (SVM; Chang and Lin, 2011) to evaluate
the ability of a decoder to discriminate among curved versus
straight trajectories based on the population of all the three cat-
egories of neurons in each cortical area. The population decod-1018 Cell Reports 15, 1013–1023, May 3, 2016ing accuracy was high in all the areas (Figure S7E), with VPS
showing slightly better performance. Pooling information by
randomly resampling from all the three areas did not generate
better performance than from the best area (i.e., VPS), suggest-
ing that the capacity of information about translational versus
curvilinear motion was roughly the same among areas. We
next examined the decoder’s performance based on different
categories of neurons (pooled across areas; Figure S7F). We
found that the decoding accuracy was highest based on the
convergent cells than either translation-only, rotation-only, or
translation-only plus rotation-only cells.
In summary, areas MSTd, VIP, and VPS represented transla-
tion, rotation, and curvilinear motion similarly. However, area
VPS and convergent cells tended to carry slightly more informa-
tion about the different motion stimuli.
DISCUSSION
In the current study, we examined how single neurons in multiple
cortical areas (the MSTd, VIP, and VPS) respond to translation,
rotation, and curvilinear motion in the horizontal plane. We
identified three categories of neurons: convergent, translation-
only, and rotation-only cells. We show that unlike the single-
component cells, convergent cells tend to respond more
strongly to curvilinear motion than to translation-only or rota-
tion-only stimuli. A weighted summation model fit these data
well, suggesting that translation and rotation signals may be in-
tegrated subadditively. Moreover, convergent cells respond in
a manner consistent with the perceptions of humans reported
AB
Figure 6. Critical Role of Rotation Signals
for Curvilinear Motion Perception
(A) Cartoon showing three experiments with or
without semicircular canal stimulation. The traces
show the measured signals from a tri-axial navi-
gational sensor. Same format as in Figure 1D. Note
that the traces in the left panel were the same as in
Figure 1D.
(B) Behavioral task conducted in (Ivanenko et al.,
1997). Blindfolded subjects were passively moved
with or without head rotation as in the three ex-
periments in (A). Subjects reported curvilinear self-
motion trajectory when semicircular canal inputs
were available (left and middle column), while re-
ported deviated linear self-motion when rotation
signals about the vertical axis were absent (right
column). Plots were modified with permission from
(Ivanenko et al., 1997).in the psychophysical experiments. Thus, our neurophysiolog-
ical data suggest that convergent neurons in the cortex can inte-
grate translation and rotation signals to represent curvilinear
motion perception during natural navigation.
Otolith-Canal Interactions in the CNS
Although the otoliths and canals are separate in the peripheral
vestibular system, the translation and rotation signals from these
two organs converge on single neurons in the CNS, including the
brainstem (Angelaki and Dickman, 2003; Bush et al., 1993; Car-
riot et al., 2015; Dickman and Angelaki, 2002; Uchino et al., 2005;
Yakushin et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2001), cerebellum (Laurens
et al., 2013a, 2013b; Yakusheva et al., 2007, 2008, 2010), thal-
amus (Meng et al., 2007), and cerebral cortex (Chen et al.,
2010, 2011b, 2011c; Liu and Angelaki, 2009; Liu et al., 2011; Ta-
kahashi et al., 2007). While most studies have focused on how
the rotation signals around the earth-horizontal axis help disam-
biguate linear acceleration from tilt relative to gravity (see re-
views by Angelaki and Cullen, 2008; Angelaki and Yakusheva,
2009), few studies have addressed the interaction of the two sig-
nals in the horizontal plane.
By using combined translation and yaw rotation, a recent
study demonstrated that about half of the vestibular-only neu-
rons in the vestibular nucleus are convergent cells, and they inte-
grate translation and rotation signals in a subadditive way (Car-
riot et al., 2015). This is similar to what we found in the current
study for the cortical neurons, and thus the convergent cells in
the brainstem may be one possible source of their counterparts
in the cortex. However, considering the discrepancy in the rela-
tive contribution of translation and rotation signals reported in
the two studies, it is also likely that the translation-only and rota-Celltion-only cells in the brainstem may
further project to and converge in the
cortex.
Within a similar frequency range (0.5–
1 Hz), Carriot and colleagues reported a
negligible translation weight compared
with the rotation weight (0.05 versus
0.80), while we found a significantlylarger translation weight (0.85 versus 0.62). On one hand, this
difference in weights may result from different experimental
conditions including stimulation method (periodic versus tran-
sient), stimulus strength (0.2G and 40/s versus 0.1G and
20/s), or the number of translation directions (forward and
backward only versus 8 directions). On the other hand, the rota-
tion-only and convergent cells in the vestibular nucleus may
further integrate linear motion signals from the translation-only
cells when they project to the cortex via the thalamus. Further ex-
periments are required to examine how otolith and canal inputs
are converged and integrated along the ascending pathway, as
well as how different types of neurons are functionally connected
at different hierarchical levels.
Functional Implications of Convergent Cells
Previous electrophysiological experiments have found robust
vestibular signals in the macaque cortical areas (e.g., the
MSTd, VIP, and VPS), and have indicated that these signals
could be used to compute the translational heading direction
of subjects (see reviews by Britten, 2008; Angelaki et al., 2011;
Shinder and Taube, 2010). In the current study, we propose
another function for the neurons in those areas: representation
of curvilinear self-motion in the horizontal plane, which is
frequently experienced in daily life. The convergent cells may
provide a fast and clear signal to update the brain about the
ongoingmotion status. Indeed, our data indicate that the conver-
gent cells respond as fast as the translation- and rotation-only
cells (Figure S7C) and contain even more information about the
external stimuli than the latter two groups (Figure S7A).
A few studies previously reported that some MSTd neurons
were selective for circular path (Froehler and Duffy, 2002; PageReports 15, 1013–1023, May 3, 2016 1019
AB
Figure 7. The Responses of the Convergent
Neurons to Translation with or without
Superimposed Rotation
(A) The pseudo-3D response maps of an example
cell in the three experiments: curved-path-with-
rotation, straight-path-with-rotation, and curved-
path-without-rotation. The data points intersecting
at the three latitudes (dashed lines) were further
shown in the bottom plots. Bottom plots: tuning
curves in the translation-only condition (green),
translation plus preferred rotation (black), and
translation plus anti-preferred rotation (gray). Note
that in the curved-path-without-rotation experi-
ment (right), the body was actually not rotated
about its own earth-vertical axis. Thus the
‘‘preferred’’ and ‘‘anti-preferred’’ conditions indi-
cated the circulated directions of thewhole body in
the world-centered space.
(B) Normalized responses from the neurons (n =
27) that have been tested in all the three experi-
ments. Neural activities were realigned in order to
make each neuron’s preferred translation direction
0 degrees. Symbol representations follow (A).
Curved-path-with-rotation: increment, p = 5.3E-
41; reduction, p = 1.4E-30; straight-path-with-
rotation: increment, p = 4.3E-41; reduction, p =
2.4E-24; curved-path-without-rotation: increment,
p = 0.049; reduction, p = 0.5492 (paired t test).et al., 2015). However, in these studies, the head and body orien-
tation of the animals was fixed forward through the circular mo-
tion period. The semicircular canals were thus not optimally stim-
ulated as in our curved-path-without-rotation condition. In this
case, the reported ‘‘circular-path’’-selective cells may not be
the convergent cells defined in our study that need to integrate
both linear and angular motion signals to resolve different paths.
Furthermore, the path-selective cells reported in those studies
were mainly defined under the presence of the visual cues. In
this case, even without rotation stimuli, cells could exhibit path
selectivity by temporally accumulating responses to the contin-
uous changes of the focus of expansion (FOE) in the optic flow
patterns (Layton and Browning, 2014). Indeed, their responses
became fairly weak if the visual cues were removed.
The convergent cells, together with the translation-only and
rotation-only cells, constitute a continuum in the cortex repre-
senting complex motion patterns that range from pure transla-
tion to pure rotation. However, it remains unknown how the brain
decodes motion information dynamically from them during natu-
ral navigation. A recent study reported that human subjects were
more sensitive to the rotation component than to linear motion
component (MacNeilage et al., 2010). This result implies two1020 Cell Reports 15, 1013–1023, May 3, 2016things. First, the convergent cells are sen-
sitive to curvilinear motion stimuli and
may in turn suppress translation-only
cells, which is supported because (1)
convergent cells carry significantly higher
DDI values (Figure S7A), and (2) the re-
sponses of the translation-only cells
decrease significantly during curvilinear
motion condition (Figures 4B and 4C).
To investigate interactions of convergent and translation-only
cells, future experiments measuring noise correlations among
different cell types are needed (Gu et al., 2014). Second, during
readout, the brain might weight differently on different cell types.
For example, neural activity from the convergent cells may
couplemore tightly with subjects’ self-motion perception. Future
experiments with simultaneous behavioral task and neural re-
cordings and manipulations are required to address these
possibilities.
Distributed Self-Motion Signals in Cortex
Compared across areas, we found no significant differences in
the proportion of cell types (Figure 4A) or the translation and rota-
tion weights (Figure 5F). The only heterogeneity across areas is
that vestibular responses are strongest in the VPS and weakest
in the MSTd (Figure S7B). This is not too surprising, because
comparedwith the VPS and VIP, areaMSTd is closer to the tradi-
tional visual pathway (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991), and the vi-
sual signals are more dominant than the vestibular signals (Chen
et al., 2011b, 2011c; Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007).
However, we should note that although we did not find area-
dependent otolith-canal integration in the current study, we will
not rule out the possibility that signals representing linear,
angular, and curvilinear motion might be read differently in
different cortical areas by downstream neurons. This requires
further experiments in the future involving behavioral tasks with
simultaneous neural recordings (e.g., CP analysis; Britten et al.,
1996; Gu et al., 2007, 2008) and manipulations (e.g., Gu et al.,
2012).
Such a distributed representation of self-motion types in the
parietal cortex may functionally interact with the navigation sys-
tem in the entorhinal cortex; it has been proposed that the brain
can dynamically accumulate the head direction and speed sig-
nals for path integration (McNaughton et al., 2006; Samsonovich
and McNaughton, 1997), which may arise from those parietal
cells via the traditional visual pathway (Felleman and Van Essen,
1991; Moser andMoser, 2013). Further experiments using state-
of-art techniques in primates (Diester et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,
2013) may help dissect the functional connectivity between pa-
rietal and entorhinal-hippocampal systems.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Subjects and Apparatus
Extracellular recordings were obtained from three hemispheres in two male
rhesusmonkeys (Macacamulatta) weighing between 8 and 12 kg. The surgical
preparation and methods of data acquisition have been described in detail
previously (Gu et al., 2006). Briefly, each animal was chronically implanted
with a circular molded, lightweight plastic ring for head restraint and a scleral
coil for monitoring eye movements inside a magnetic field (Riverbend Instru-
ments). Behavioral training was accomplished using standard operant condi-
tioning procedures. All procedures were approved by the Animal Care Com-
mittee of Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, Chinese Academy of
Sciences (Shanghai, China).
During the experiments, the monkey was seated in a primate chair, which
was secured to the motion platform (Moog 6DOF2000E; Moog). In all the ex-
periments, the head was positioned such that the horizontal stereotaxic
plane was earth-horizontal, with the axis of rotation always passed through
the center of the head (i.e., the intersection of the mid-sagittal plane and
the inter-aural axis). An LCD screen was mounted on the motion platform
and placed 30 cm in front of the monkey, subtending 90 3 90 of visual
angle.
Experimental Protocols
Three types of motion in the horizontal plane—translation-only, rotation-only,
and curvilinear motion—were interleaved in a block. Each stimulus block con-
tained eight translation directions, two rotation directions, and 16 curvilinear
motion trajectories (eight translation 3 two rotation), plus one null trial (27 tri-
als). Each stimulus condition was typically repeated five times, leading to 135
trials in total. During the experiment, the animals were required to fixate a cen-
tral target (0.2 in diameter) on the screen, andmaintain fixationwithin a 2 3 2
electronic window throughout the stimulus presentation lasting 1.5 s. The
monkey was rewarded automatically at the end of each successful trial. Other-
wise, the trial was immediately aborted.
Anatomical Localization
The neural recordings were first guided by MRI scans and areas MSTd, VIP,
and VPSwere identified, according to the anatomical and physiological criteria
as described previously (Gu et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2011b, 2011c; Zhang
et al., 2004). The artifact trace caused by an electrode probe further confirmed
their identities. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanning was performed at
Functional Brain Imaging Core Facility at the Institute of Neuroscience. The
MRI images were processed by pyElectrode (Daye et al., 2013), an open
source software that can reconstruct all the recorded neurons onto the MRI
images (Figures 1E and 1F).Data Analysis
Tuning Strength
To quantify the tuning strength, we used a DDI given by Takahashi et al. (2007):
DDI=
Rmax Rmin
Rmax Rmin+ 2  SqrtðSSE=ðNMÞÞ (Equation 1)
where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum responses, respec-
tively, SSE is the sum squared error around the mean response, N is the total
number of observations (trials), and M is the number of motion types.
Enhanced Responses
To evaluate how responses are changed during the curvilinear motion condi-
tion versus those in the single-component conditions, we computed an
enhance index (EI) from
EI=
Responseðtranslation+ rotationÞ
Responseðtranlsation; rotationÞ (Equation 2)
The denominator is the maximum response across all the single-component
conditions. The numerator is the response to the combination of the preferred
translation and the preferred rotation.
Linear and Nonlinear Models
Three linear and one nonlinear models were used to fit the data and explore
how the translation and rotation signals are integrated. We computed VAF
for each model to assess the goodness of fitting. Since the different models
have different number of parameters, we used a sequential F test to get the
statistical significance of models with more parameters over models with
fewer parameters. A significant outcome of the sequential F test (p < 0.05) in-
dicates that the model with more parameters fits the data significantly better
than that with fewer parameters.
Uniformity Test
To determine whether a measured distribution was significantly different from
uniform, we performed a resampling analysis as previously (Gu et al., 2006; Ta-
kahashi et al., 2007).
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